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BOOK REVIEWS

ESSAYS IN THE HISTORY OF MEDICINE

By GEORGE GASK, C.M.G., D.S.O., M.A., F.R.C.S.
Pp. Viii + 209. London: Butterworth and Co.
1950. 30S.

Professor Gask's work is one more manifestation
of the humanistic culture characteristic of con-
temporary British surgeons, and of which the works
of a d'Arcy Power, a Walter Spencer, a Herbert
Spencer, a Johnston Abraham, a Geoffrey Keynes
are other brilliant demonstrations. Is this human-
istic background responsible for much of the great-
ness of British surgery?
A large part of this work is devoted to the be-

ginnings of medicine. The common error is to
assume that our art begins principally with Hippo-
crates, whereas in fact Hippocrates represents a
relatively late phase of Greek medicine which was
already developing two centuries before him in the
work of the lonians. This was well stressed in
Professor Gask's work with a wealth of scholarly
details. The importance in the history of medicine
of the cult of Asklepios is well described. A fine
page in the history of medicine was written when,
on a summer day in i 88I, a young Greek archaeolo-
gist, Professor P. Cawadias, left Nauplia with two
unskilled workmen-the only help that could be
given to him by the impoverished Greek govern-
ment-and guided by ancient texts explored the
rugged and deserted mountain region of Argolis in
search of the sacred town of the God of Medicine.
Guided by Pausanias, the Baedeker of 2,000 years
ago, and by some lonely shepherds, he reached a
wild region where through the bushes emerged some
ancient marbles. The first strokes of the spade un-
covered the seats of the magnificent theatre of
Polycletos and marked the beginning of one of the
most romantic and brilliant archaeological dis-
coveries, the discovery of Ephidanios. Professor
Gask writes very wisely about the relation of
Hippocrates to the temple medicine of Asklepios.
Already P. Cawadias had shown that the shrines of
Asklepios were religious healing shrines like
modern Lourdes, and that the Greeks knew how to
separate religion from science. It is not more
astonishing to find a typical scientific physician like
Hippocrates coming from a family of priests of
Asklepios any more than to meet today with a dis-
tinguished surgeon or physician son of an Anglican
bishop. Much unnecessary ink has flown over that
problem which, in fact, is easily solved by those
who, placing Greek medicine in the frame of Greek
civilizatiorn, take into consideration the intellectual
atmosphere of ancient Greece,

The essays on Vicary's predecessors, on the
medical staff of Edward III and on the medical
services of Henry V's campaign, are vital for our
understanding of a much neglected period of
British medicine. The whole work is crowned by
Professor Gask's Lettsomian Lectures and by his
presidential address on' Changing Surgery.' Here,
the author links the past with the present and the
future, and makes us understand what thoracic
surgery is. Benedetto Croce has said that his-
torical thinking is the most perfect scientific think-
ing, and the original meaning of the term ' history'
in ancient Greece was ' science.'
A book to be read and treasured by all those who

feel that to avoid our being submerged by our
technological advances the guiding philosophical
and historical principles in medicine have to be
preserved. That this book has been written by a
man who has contributed greatly to such tech-
nological advances is the more significant.

A.P.C.

THE HINGE GRAFT OR GINGLYMUS
IMPLANT

By ARNOLD K. HENRY, M.B., M.Ch., F.R.C.S.I.
Pp. viii ± 64, with 47 illu,strations. Edinburgh:
E. & S. Livingstone. 1950. I5s.
After such an important piece of work as the

well-known ' Extensile Exposures Applied to Limb
Surgery,' this book is rather a disappointment.
Indeed, some of the author's ideas may confuse the
postgraduate student who has not received a sound
training in the basic principles of orthopaedics, and
especially in the rationale of the treatment of de-
formities of the foot secondarv to anterior polio-
myelitis.
The idea behind hinge grafts is to fashion internal

bony splints which can preserve useful movement in
some directions but which ensure stability in others.
Thus, for the ankle, long pliable osteo-periosteal
grafts are taken from the tibia and placed on either
side of the joint deep to the tendons which run
behind each malleolus; the grafts persist as well-
defined bony structures and each develops a dis-
tinct hinge in the axis of movement of the joint,
the hinges allow a small degree of movement up and
down but none sideways, and are said to give a
satisfactory measure of lateral stability.
The argument develops from experience with

such a technique in two patients with calcaneo-
valgus deformity of the foot, both of whom had
suffered infantile paralysis, The calcaneus element
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